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Pain pressure threshold algometry in knee osteoarthritis: intra- and inter-rater 
reliability
Martin Bjørn Stausholm, MSc, PT , Jan Magnus Bjordal, PhD, PT , Rolf Moe-Nilssen, PhD, PT , 
and Ingvill Fjell Naterstad, MSc, PT

Department of Global Public Health and Primary Care, University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway

ABSTRACT
Introduction: Synovitis and effusion can cause pain sensitization in persons with knee osteoar-
thritis (KOA). Pain Pressure Threshold (PPT) algometry is a means to quantify somatosensory 
abnormalities, including inflammatory-mediated pressure hyperalgesia. We investigated the relia-
bility of PPT algometry with three raters.
Methods: Twenty-seven persons (50 knees) with KOA, according to the American College of 
Rheumatology criteria, were included. The PPT of the most tender spot in the joint line of each 
knee, identified by palpation, was assessed using a digital pressure algometer with a round 1 cm2 

rubber tip. The algometer was applied three times with at least twenty-second intervals by three 
physiotherapists each in a single session. Two of the physiotherapists had no experience with the 
procedure prior to the study. We estimated the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) model 2.1, 
95% within-subject standard deviation (sw), and Minimal Detectable Difference (MDD).
Results: The mean PPTs ranged from 39.94 to 41.81 Newton (N), the intra-rater ICC ranged from 
0.909 to 0.956, the sw ranged from 6.44 to 10.77 N, and the related MDD ranged from 9.11 to 
15.23 N. The three raters achieved an inter-rater ICC of 0.707, an sw of 17.68 N, and an MDD of 
25.01 N. The results were homoscedastic.
Conclusions: Our results indicate that PPT algometry is a suitable method for assessment of pain in 
osteoarthritic knees. After a short session of PPT procedure training, good intra-rater and accep-
table inter-rater ICCs were achieved.
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Introduction

Pain is the dominating knee osteoarthritis (KOA) com-
plaint. The presence of inflammation, meniscal extrusion 
(i.e., pathologically displaced medial meniscus), osteo-
phytes, and bone marrow lesions of the knee are associated 
with more intense KOA pain (Cicuttini, Baker, Hart, and 
Spector, 1996; Heidari, 2011; Hunter et al., 2013; Roubille 
et al., 2014; Yusuf et al., 2011). Furthermore, persistent 
inflammation can cause both local and widespread pain 
sensitization in persons with KOA (Neogi et al., 2016; 
Suokas et al., 2012). Therefore, therapeutically targeting 
inflammation early could prove valuable in the manage-
ment of the disease (Neogi et al., 2016).

Palpation tenderness can provide information about 
physical damage and level of inflammation (Bjordal, 
Lopes-Martins, and Iversen, 2006). Unfortunately, finger 
palpation is difficult to standardize and has moderate 
sensitivity (Cook et al., 2001; Ramos et al., 2009). 
However, the Pain Pressure Threshold (PPT) can be 
quantified using an algometer device. A numerical value 
is displayed on the algometer with a lower value 

representing less pressure (Maquet, Croisier, Demoulin, 
and Crielaard, 2004). Pain is subjective and dependent on 
individual differences in physiological, emotional, and 
cognitive states. Nevertheless, somatosensory abnormal-
ities, including inflammatory-mediated pressure hyperal-
gesia, in knees can potentially be detected with PPT 
algometry. In a cohort of 1,111 persons with or at risk of 
KOA, Neogi et al. (2016) found that knee inflammation as 
evidenced by synovitis and effusion identified with 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging was associated with lower 
PPTs. Furthermore, Neogi et al. (2016) discovered that 
the presence of synovitis was a predictor of decreased PPT 
two years later. In line with these findings, Dina, Green, 
and Levine (2008) found that higher levels of intramus-
cular interleukin-6 and prostaglandin E2 (markers of 
inflammation) are associated with lower PPTs in vivo. 
Furthermore, low pre-operative PPTs seem to be asso-
ciated with more intense pain after knee replacement 
(Arendt-Nielsen et al., 2018; Leung et al., 2019; Wylde, 
Palmer, Learmonth, and Dieppe, 2013). There is also 
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evidence that in persons with KOA, lower PPTs are asso-
ciated with increased self-reported disability (Imamura 
et al., 2008; Kuni et al., 2015); pain (Imamura et al., 
2008); anxiety (Urban, Eyles, Hunter, and Mills, 2018); 
and reduced quality of life (Imamura et al., 2008). It is also 
noteworthy that lower PPT has been found to be asso-
ciated with higher age (Lautenbacher et al., 2005) and 
female gender (Chesterton et al., 2003).

Assessment of reliability is a necessary first step in the 
validation procedures of clinical tests. The reliability of the 
PPT measurement is susceptible to the influence of rater 
behavior and judgment, such as the instructions to the 
participant, rate of force application, and reaction time of 
the rater (Moe-Nilssen, Nordin, and Lundin-Olsson, 
2008). The reliability of PPT in persons with KOA has 
been investigated in several studies. The intra-rater relia-
bility was found to be good (Interclass Correlation 
Coefficient (ICC) ≥0.900) by Alahmari et al. (2020), 
Osgood et al. (2015), Mutlu and Ozdincler (2015), and 
Wessel (1995); and acceptable (ICC ≥ 0.700) by 
Jakorinne, Haanpaa, and Arokoski (2018). However, no 
attempt to manage rater blinding during each measure-
ment has been described in any of the reports and only 
Mutlu and Ozdincler (2015) specified the ICC model used.

Inter-rater reliability of PPT algometry in persons 
with KOA has, to our knowledge, only been investigated 
by Alahmari et al. (2020), Osgood et al. (2015), and 
Jakorinne, Haanpaa, and Arokoski (2018) and never 
with more than two raters per study. In the study by 
Jakorinne, Haanpaa, and Arokoski (2018), the PPT 
values decreased significantly during the sessions and 
the authors hypothesized that this was caused by 
a relatively short (≥10 seconds) pause between each 
measurement. Therefore, we opted to investigate the 
intra- and inter-rater reliability of PPT in persons with 
KOA with three raters, rater blinding, and a pause of 
≥20 seconds between each measurement. We hypothe-
sized that even physiotherapists with no former experi-
ence with the procedure can master it with good 
reliability after a single 30-min training session.

Methods

This cross-sectional clinical study was approved by the 
Research Ethics Committee North (reference 2017/ 
2417). All the participants signed an informed consent 
form before entering the study.

Subjects

The persons enrolled in the study were recruited from 
the Bergen municipality (Norway) through written and 
verbal advertisement. They were a convenience sample 

from an ongoing interventional trial. The inclusion cri-
teria of the trial were women and men aged ≥50 years 
and KOA according to the American College of 
Rheumatology criteria, that is, knee pain and at least 
three of the following: ≥50 years old, ≤30 minutes of 
morning stiffness, crepitus on active motion, bony ten-
derness, bony enlargement, and no palpable warmth of 
synovia. The exclusion criteria were knee alloplastic, 
total meniscectomy, intra-articular steroid injection 
and/or oral steroid treatment within the last six months, 
cancer, rheumatoid arthritis, severe cognitive deficit, 
neurological deficits in the lower limb, and inability to 
speak and understand English/Nordic.

PPT assessment procedure

All the knees of the 27 participants (54 knees) were 
tested for PPT using a digital algometer (Wagner FPX 
25) with a round 1 cm2 rubber tip, starting with the 
right. However, only the knees with a KOA diagnosis 
(50 knees) were included in the analyses.

Three physiotherapists, one female (A) and two males 
(B and C), conducted the measurements using 
a standardized protocol. The raters practiced the proce-
dure together in a 30-min training session on a person 
with KOA, before the study started. The rater and parti-
cipant were seated during the testing. The rater stabi-
lized the participant’s knee with one hand. The most 
tender spot in the joint line of each knee identified by 
palpation was assessed with PPT algometry three times 
with ≥20-second intervals by each rater in a single ses-
sion. The rubber tip was placed perpendicular to the 
skin. The participants were instructed to give a verbal 
signal as soon as the sensation of pressure turned into 
pain, at which time the rater immediately removed the 
algometer and recorded the score. The rate of pressure 
application was not fixed, since computerized PPT mea-
surement has shown to be less reliable and sensitive 
compared to manual PPT measurement (Koo, Guo, 
and Brown, 2013). The display of the algometer faced 
the floor during the testing to blind the raters and 
participants for the levels of force. There was only one 
rater and participant present during the testing at a time. 
The pause between each rater was approximately 
one minute and the rater order changed randomly dur-
ing the study period. The raters were unaware of each 
other’s test results. Furthermore, the participants were 
not informed of their results.

Rater A and B had no former experience with PPT 
assessment of knees, but they had been working as clin-
icians for 5 and 18 years, respectively. Rater C had only 
1 year of experience as a therapist; however, he had prac-
ticed the procedure in the ongoing interventional trial.
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Statistics

Descriptive statistics were applied using IBM SPSS 
Statistics 25 and Microsoft Excel 2016. The first measure-
ments of all the knees were excluded from the analysis as 
it is usually the least reliable in a series of three PPT 
measurements (Nussbaum and Downes, 1998). Intra- 
rater reliability was estimated using the second and third 
measurements and inter-rater reliability was estimated 
using the mean scores of the second and third measure-
ments. Relative reliability was estimated using Intraclass 
Correlation Coefficient (ICC) two-way random model 2.1 
since the raters were randomly selected from a population 
of physiotherapists (Koo, Guo, and Brown, 2013).

We interpreted the relative reliability estimates as 
proposed by Nunnally and Bernstein (1994), that is, 
ICC values of ≥0.7 and ≥0.9 represent acceptable and 
good reliability, respectively.

Absolute reliability was calculated using within- 
subject standard deviation (Sw), sometimes referred to 
as Standard Error of Measurement (SEM); the difference 
between a measurement and the true value can be 
expected to be less than 1.96 × Sw for 95% of observa-
tions. The Minimal Detectable Difference (MDD) in 
pressure that must be exceeded to be 95% confident 
that a real change has occurred between measurements 
was estimated using the formula 1.96 × Sw × √2 (Bland 
and Altman, 1996). The distribution of data was 
inspected using Bland–Altman plots with means and 
differences of paired measurements and 95% limits of 
agreement (Giavarina, 2015).

Results

Characteristics of the participants are described in 
Table 1. The mean PPTs ranged from 39.94 to 41.81 
Newton (N), the intra-rater ICC ranged from 0.909 to 
0.956, the sw ranged from 6.44 to 10.77 N, and the related 

MDD ranged from 9.11 to 15.23 N. The three raters 
achieved an inter-rater ICC of 0.707, a sw of 17.68 N 
and a MDD of 25.01 N (Table 2). There was no difference 
in the mean PPT between the second and third measure-
ments, indicating that no temporal summation occurred. 
The Bland–Altman plots revealed a neglectable bias in the 
intra- and inter-rater results (Figure 1–6).

Discussion

In this study, three physiotherapists PPT assessed the 
knees of KOA patients with good intra-rater and accep-
table inter-rater ICCs after a single 30-min training ses-
sion. Two of the physiotherapists had no former 
experience with the procedure. It is also important to 
note that the MDD was twice as large in the inter-rater 
assessments (25.01 N) compared to in the intra-rater 
assessments (9.11–15.23 N). The intra- and inter-rater 
MDD corresponded to ca. 30% and 60% of the mean 
PPT scores, respectively. Whether the measurement 
errors are adequate depends on the context in which the 
measurements are being used, including the analytical 
goals of the user (Atkinson and Nevill, 1998; Bruton, 
Conway, and Holgate, 2000). The Bland–Altman plots 
indicated that there was no association between the size 
of the scores and variability (heteroscedasticity), which is 
a prerequisite for estimating absolute reliability by sw and 
MDD (Bland and Altman, 1996).

In the reliability study by Jakorinne, Haanpaa, and 
Arokoski (2018), the PPT values decreased significantly 
during the sessions; however, this did not occur in our 
testing, perhaps because we waited longer  between 
each measurement. This may be a reason why 
Jakorinne, Haanpaa, and Arokoski (2018) did not 
achieve good intra-rater and acceptable inter-rater 
ICCs.

Alahmari et al. (2020) reported slightly higher intra- 
rater reliability and substantially higher absolute relia-
bility than we achieved, however, they did not specify 

Table 1. Characteristics of the participants.
Gender 

Women 
Men

20 (74%) 
7 (26%)

Age (min-max) 65.07 (51–79) years
Height 1.71 meter (SD = 0.085)
Unilateral knee osteoarthritis 
Bilateral knee osteoarthritis

4 persons 
23 persons

Bony enlargement 20 knees
Most tender spot in joint line 

Medial side 
Lateral side

42 knees 
8 knees

Duration of knee pain 73.01 months (SD = 99.18)
KOOS pain 56.88 (SD = 19.59)
Use of analgesics in the previous 7 days 10 persons

KOOS = Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score; NSAIDs = Non- 
Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs; SD = standard deviation. The KOOS 
pain scores ranges from 0–100 (higher score is better).

Table 2. Intra- and inter-rater reliability results of PPT algometry 
in persons with KOA.

Rater ICC (95% CI) Mean (N)
95% CI of true value 

(N) MDD (N)

Intra-rater reliability
A 0.909 (0.844–0.948) 40.16 ±9.79 13.84
B 0.956 (0.924–0.975) 41.81 ±6.44 9.11
C 0.914 (0.853–0.950) 39.94 ±10.77 15.23

Inter-rater reliability
ABC 0.707 (0.581–0.809) 40.63 ±17.68 25.01
AB 0.707 (0.537–0.822) 41.28 ±16.79 23.74
AC 0.718 (0.550–0.830) 40.85 ±17.91 25.33
BC 0.695 (0.520–0.815) 41.12 ±18.31 25.90

CI = Confidence Interval; ICC = Intraclass Correlation Coefficient; 
MDD = Minimal Detectable Difference; N = Newton.
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the ICC model used, and this is problematic as different 
ICC models can produce different reliability estimates 
(Koo, Guo, and Brown, 2013). Moreover, Alahmari et al. 
(2020) included the ICC values from the unspecified 
statistical model in the estimation of SEM and MDD.

Our intra- and inter-rater ICCs are similar to those by 
Osgood et al. (2015). Interestingly, the reliability results 
by Osgood et al. (2015) were achieved by two raters who 
practiced the procedure for several months prior to the 
assessments, whereas the raters in our study only parti-
cipated in a 30-min PPT training session. Still, we 
believe that our inter-rater results could have been 

improved by additional rater training. We assessed the 
most tender spot in the joint line of the knee identified 
by palpation for PPT since the most problematic site of 
the knee varies between persons with KOA. This is 
a novel approach.

We opted to assess a total of 50 osteoarthritic knees in 
a sample of 27 persons with KOA as this would provide 
a reasonable number of dots in the Bland–Altman plot 
to estimate the level of agreement (de Vet, Terwee, 
Mokkink, and Knol, 2011). Furthermore, we assumed 
that the raters would achieve ICC values of 0.800 and 
according to the formula provided by Giraudeau and 
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Figure 1. Level of agreement between rater A’s 2. and 3. measurements. Note. The values are Newton. The thick horizontal solid line 
represents the mean difference and the dotted horizontal lines represent the 95% limits of agreement; PPT = Pain Pressure Threshold.
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represents the mean difference and the dotted horizontal lines represent the 95% limits of agreement; PPT = Pain Pressure Threshold.
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Mary (2001), 95% confidence interval around ICC point 
values of 0.800 can be expected to be ±0.1, which is a 
range from acceptable to good relative reliability. Of 
note, if the confidence interval was to be halved, it 
would take four times as many participants (Giraudeau 
and Mary, 2001).

The assessment by the first rater left a visible 
pressure mark on the skin, which allowed the 
other raters to select the same area. This phenom-
enon has been described as a study limitation, as it 
could result in relatively higher inter-rater reliability 
(Sæbø et al., 2019); however, this is merely the 

equivalent to marking the skin area with a pen for 
the purpose of reassessments in clinical practice and 
trials and should therefore not be considered 
a potential bias.

Somatosensory abnormalities, including inflam-
matory-mediated pressure hyperalgesia in knees, 
can be monitored with PPT algometry (Dina, 
Green, and Levine, 2008; Neogi et al., 2016) with 
adequate reliability. Further prediction and concur-
rent validity studies on the topic would provide 
valuable information regarding the usefulness of 
the assessment.
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Limitations of the study

As the study concerned rater reliability, all the assess-
ments were completed in a single session. Therefore, the 
raters would have a good sense of how much pressure 
was applied in the first measurement. However, if the 
assessments were completed on different occasions, 
a change in symptoms of the participants could possibly 
have biased the results.

We only evaluated the reliability of PPT measure-
ments in a single spot. It is plausible that PPT assess-
ment of the suprapatellar recess could give additional 

relevant insight into the inflammatory status of the 
knee as there are no osteophytes and meniscus in this 
area.

Practical implications

The participants with KOA tolerated nine consecutive 
PPT measurements of the most tender spot in the knee 
joint line well. Physiotherapists with no former experi-
ence in the assessment procedure were capable of apply-
ing it with good intra-rater and acceptable inter-rater 
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Figure 5. Level of agreement between rater A’s and C’s 2.-3. measurements. Note. The values are Newton. The thick horizontal solid line 
represents the mean difference and the dotted horizontal lines represent the 95% limits of agreement; PPT = Pain Pressure Threshold.
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relative reliability after a 30-minute training session. 
Interchanging between PPT raters may double the mea-
surement errors.

Conclusions

Our results indicate that PPT algometry is a suitable 
method for assessment of pain in osteoarthritic knees. 
After a short session of PPT procedure training, good 
intra-rater and acceptable inter-rater ICCs were 
achieved.
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